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At SSF, we are dedicated to empowering individuals and communities to break
the cycle of generational poverty through STEM education. We envision a future
where all young people have equal access to the STEM knowledge and skills
needed to achieve academic success, career success, upward mobility, and a
lifetime of economic self-sufficiency for themselves, their families, and their
communities.

Mission and Vision 

Marching towards our Vision 

Scholars Funded
Underprivileged
Students Served

450 800



Key highlights

New website

In July we began the renovation of our online
presence, our web platform is now completely
revamped and was released to the public on
September 15th, 2021. We traded in our
trademark yellow and maroon for an eye
catching blue and gold color scheme and 
 rewrote our content to highlight what we
have to offer to students in the US, scholars
abroad in India and Africa, and to partners and
corporations.

Fundraisers

Summer NEX Camps  

This year, NEX had over 50 participants
in their five virtual summer sessions
where participants learned critical
business skills like ideation, product
management, coding, marketing, and
finance from industry veterans from
leading companies like Amazon,
Google, and Uber. Many teams took
their startup past NEX, joining
business competitions and winning
awards for their work. A select few
teams from the summer are looking
to raise their first round from VCs in
the coming weeks. 



Thanks to leaders Venkat , Ansh, Mani Sundaram, Abhyuday
Srivasta, Annamalai, Shama, Samuel Obe, in addition to 20
more officers who ran these camps !

Learn more about NEX at nebulayouthcamps.org/nex

Summer K-8 Camps

From June to August 2021, Shooting
Stars conducted its summer
academic camps. This series was 10
weeks long, with more than 20
different types of camps. These
camps attracted more than 450
participants and raised over $10,000,
sponsoring the college education of
10 scholars in India and Africa.

Leaders: Nithya, Maanya, Deeksha,
Vignesh, Amulya, Kashv, Atul,
Sanjana, Anu, Partha, Sowmiya,
Vidhyashankari and Meenu.

Summer Datascience Camps 

Using Google Collab students
learned the basics of Python and
statistics, as well as how to apply it to
the real world - creating graphs to
represent data. Under the guidance
of Abhijeet Ray, they manipulated
data sets, creating data frames and
visualizations. They even learned
how to create a simple machine
learning algorithm! At the end of the
camp, students divided into groups
and gave a presentation on the
analysis of real life data sets.

http://nebulayouthcamps.org/nex


Portland Fundraiser - Rangeela - August 28th, 2021

Rangeela was a unique outdoor cultural
stage event with traditional mat seating,
designed with COVID in mind. Participants
watched and listened to 26 wonderful live
performances  by over 50 artists. 
There was tremendous participation in the
offline programs as well (art, music, baking
and dance) with over 100 entries! Many prizes
were awarded for each contest! The Rangeela
raised ~$25,000 to support the
college/professional education of students in
India and Africa.

https://shooting-stars-foundation.org/rangeela-2021/

STEM Programs

EAH web design camp

We at SSF are excited to announce a new
partnership with EAH Inc. with our very first
HTML web design program from Jul 19th to
23rd. We had more than 25 registrants from ten
different EAH locations. Students ranged from
4th grade to 12th grade. Over the course of the
camp students learned the basics of HTML
coding and syntax, learned how to set up their
web pages and add links and images, spent
some time on color and design elements, and
showcased their final product to a live audience.
Students earned prizes for best website,
participation, and for winning Kahoot
challenges.

Leaders : Mariel, Latha, Elisa,
and from EAH - Kristin, Chris
Burger and Jesus 

>>> More Info!

https://shooting-stars-foundation.org/rangeela-2021/
https://shooting-stars-foundation.org/shooting-stars-and-eah-housing-host-html-web-design-camp/


All Girls Hackathon 

Scholar Programming

Scholars Competition

2021 Scholars Competition was over a period of 8 weeks with a  A whopping 365
entries! Our creative writing competition gave our scholars the chance to share
with us, in words, what they have learned from engaging with SSF and pursuing
their education. The art competition required our scholars to express in art form,
their experience helping someone and making a difference in someone’s life. The
photography competition asked our students to photograph anything that would
rejuvenate them and give them hope in these trying times. The last competition
in our series asked our scholars to share with us, in a short video, their hobby, that
is, their stress buster.

We hosted an international all girl
hackathon event which included a
Women in Tech Panel with women
leaders from KRYON, Freshworks, Apple
and PGE. Technology mentors trained
participants on HTML, CSS, Javascript,
and tips and tricks for competing in and
winning a hackathon.On August 7th the
24 hour hackathon began with the
theme of “Future Woman”. The keynote 

speech was on “Climbing the Technology Ladder in Heels”. 10 project mentors and
approximately 15 tech mentors helped the teams navigate through their
roadblocks for a continuous 24 hours on Discord. The participants gave an
overwhelming feedback on how this hackathon enabled them to get an interest in
programming.

Leaders – Meghana, Ansh, Tevin, Ishi, Pradeepa, Abhi, Nikhil, Neha, Soc

>>> More Info!

https://shooting-stars-foundation.org/shooting-stars-hosts-all-girls-hackathon-reaches-600-young-women/


With such stellar work by our scholars, we had to find judges with the erudition
and experience to be able to do justice to the entries, and we succeeded
immensely with all our judges who are our generous donors as well and
volunteered their time and helped us pick the winners. Our special thanks to:
Arunkumar, Navaid, Vaijayanthi, Roopa, Atirek, Anandha, Meenu, Karthik ,Tina,
Shalini, Subha, Vaijayanthi, Yamini, Ramesh, Rekha, Shiva, Nandakumar, Bala,
Vincent, Akila, Vidya, Arun, and Premi.  One of our judges doubled the prizes
too!

Thank you to Kavitha, Ramya, Jay, Geetha, Pradeepa, Isrtah and Preethi for
helping to organize this warm event!

Donors Visit Scholars

Rekha and Naveena

A warm visit between a donor and their
adopted scholar. Rekha, a freelance
interpreter and radio anchor in the UK, on
her visit to India this August 2021,  made it a
point to meet up with Naveena who is doing
her CRRI at Stanley Medical College. "Raise
the world out of educational poverty one
child at a time. Thanks to SSF for the
opportunity." said Rekha. "I have no words to
express my gratitude to Shooting Stars and
Rekha Akka for sponsoring my education”
said Naveena. 



Sakthi and 15 kids

Sakthivel Chinnasamy, our ardent donor visited
Coimbatore on a personal trip and met with 
 ~15 of our scholars in and around Coimbatore,
India. Students got to know one another, Sakthi
inspired them on what is possible for them to
accomplish followed by a scrumptious lunch.
Our scholars were very glad to meet Sakthi.
"Sakthi Sir made us very comfortable" says
scholar Shanker Ganesh. 

"This made my day and was a great experience with Shakthi sir” says scholar
Nirmal Ajay.

Scholar Spotlights

Scholar Placements

GANESH

Robert Bosch Engineering & Business
Solutions PVT. LTD,  Bangalore

Placed as a
Member Technical

"I am Thankful to SSF and my Donor for their support. I
would say getting into SSF is a great and rare opportunity"

PRAVEEN

GoFrugal 
Madhurai

Placed as an 
Android Developer

"I am so excited and forever thankful for everything Shooting
Stars did for me. Million Thanks to everyone in Shooting Stars"



Employee Spotlight

Our employee kudo goes out to Patty Barrios, Patty is a
talented web designer based in Florida who worked
tirelessly to develop our website from concept to what
it is today. She continues to contribute to SSF’s mission
by leading our social media and marketing efforts! 

"I once dreamed of being in the position I am now:
helping others excel! I am honored to be able to add
value to such a wonderful organization! "

Volunteer Spotlight

Elisa Muresan

Former Board Member 
Current Volunteer - Youth Officer Lead, Camp Operations,
Newsletter/ Video production

“I volunteer for Shooting Stars because I feel a strong
connection towards its mission of Empower, Enable,
Educate. The organization is very transparent as to where
my hours and money goes.”

PAVITHRANT

Government College of Technology,
Coimbatore, Bangalore

Placed in Onebill software
as Software Engineer

"Shooting Stars provided lot of programs which helped me. I
am so glad to be a member of SSF"

SIMRAN

Computer Engineering Thadomal
Shahani Engineering College, Mumbai

Placed in 
Visible Alpha

"I was financially not capable of doing engineering. Where I
am today is possible because of Shooting Stars!"



Abhi Saxena

Business Analyst, ZS, India
Hackathon Leader
Ambassador - Corporate Programs

“Shooting Stars Foundation gave me an opportunity to
build a better world! I enjoy working on technology and
innovation engagements supporting the education of
underrepresented and underprivileged students and
collaborating with other exceptionally smart and
passionate SSF volunteers.”

Officer Spotlight

Sanjitha Venkata 

 Junior, Texas High School, Texas State President at SSF

“In the last 10 months, I have run two entrepreneurship
programs and raised more than $6,000 dollars in
scholarship money. Through these camps, I have learnt
time-management, clear and concise communication,
and how to create an ideal team environment!”

Vishal Chindapelli

Junior, RockRidge High School, Ashburn, VA
Youth VP - Technology at SSF

“Since joining SSF, I have run several camps in multiple
categories, such as chess, html, and entrepreneurship. I
served as a tech mentor for two hackathons and
executed a full on entrepreneurship camp. I helped raise
~$6,500 dollars for students in need!”

If you are an adult or youth (high school / college) consider volunteering for
Shooting Stars please CLICK HERE

https://shooting-stars-foundation.org/volunteer/


Ambassador 

Sen Velayudham
Heart warming thanks to Sen of Xilinx for
recommending Shooting Stars and getting a
$5,00 grant approved for us!

Sen’s son attended our January  2020
entrepreneurship camp organized by Arvind,
Kalpana, Anirudh, and Ram.
He has also volunteered in multiple programs and
kept in touch with us!

THANK YOU Sen for your efforts! We will make
sure to put these funds to good use!

Upcoming events 

Program/ Activity Leaders DescriptionDate

IBM Datathon
Abhi, Akanksha,

Meena, Kamal, Soc, Ishi

Training on IBM Z Technology
and 24 hours Data science

hackathon for college students
from India and Africa

Sep 25

Netscout Oct
Entrep Camp

Abhy, Sanjitha, Usha,
Suhas, Shwetha, Mariel

Entrep camp sponsored and
mentored by Netscout for

Minority students from National
Society of Black Engineers and

EAH Low Income Housing

Oct 11-22

CharlotteWeb
Design Camp Vishal / Srikar / Mariel

Communities in Schools,
Charlotte - Camp

Nov 1- Nov 18

Bizathon
Mahima, Pradith,
Sowmya, Ansh

2 Day Business Mentorship and
Competition to sponsor 5

scholars for education
Nov 13,14

Xilinx Girls
Hackathon

Akanksha, Kamal,
Ashima, Ishi, Aryan

24 Hours hackathon for college
girls sponsored by Xilinx

Nov 20

K-8 Winter
Camps

Vignesh, Meenu,
Amulya, Sriya

2 Week Winter Camp to sponsor
3 scholars for education

Dec 15

EAH - Web Design Camp MI Team / Mariel EAH Low Income Housing CampDec 27 - Dec 31



More ways to support SSF

Like FB Page and Instagram / Follow Linked In 
Volunteer 
Adopt a Scholar
Execute a program etc
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